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Introduction {#opo12670-sec-0004}
============

Cones are the photoreceptors chiefly responsible for vision in daylight, providing the first step for fine spatial and spectral detail. Cones are typically thought to depend greatly upon the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) for metabolic support, phagocytosis, and photopigment regeneration.[1](#opo12670-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Cones and cone pathways are at risk for severe damage in slowly progressing conditions such as age‐related macular degeneration (AMD) and high myopia, which damage the RPE and other aspects of cone microenvironment.

A layer of living cones can bridge regions of geographic atrophy (GA), as seen in cross section from B‐scans on optical coherence tomography (OCT).[2](#opo12670-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The potential for photoreceptors to survive in harsh environments has also been demonstrated by histological results. In an eye with AMD, photoreceptor cell bodies have been documented as surviving in a 'whorl' at the location of severely degenerated RPE, positioned close to large choroidal vessels and thus benefitting from the high concentration of oxygen that has a short distance to diffuse across the thinned deeper fundus layers.[3](#opo12670-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} In myopic eyes, while there is an absence of Bruch's membrane that indicates an absence of RPE and choriocapillaris and an additional loss of the middle layer of the choroidal vessels, some photoreceptors and a few large choroidal vessels remain in patchy areas.[4](#opo12670-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, histology shows surviving photoreceptors in glaucoma with peripapillary atrophy, at border of the optic nerve head, without RPE but over a large choroidal vessel.[5](#opo12670-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} These histological findings point to the potential for cones and cone pathways to provide decades of useful vision in patients with AMD or degenerative myopia.

When there is a lack of functioning RPE, photoreceptors that survive must be subserved by other support mechanisms such as Müller cells and other glia, and also must receive oxygen from large choroidal vessels or even retinal vessels. While the role of Müller and other glial cells in the retina has long been known to provide buffering of ions and nutritive functions, there has been little appreciation that cones can survive without a healthy monolayer of RPE cells. Müller cells are involved in the repair and removal of photoreceptor debris, including phagocytocis of cone outer segments of cones, as shown in a variety of studies in humans and animal models.[6](#opo12670-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Müller cells can support photopigment recycling, providing conversion of all‐trans‐retinol to 11‐cis‐retinal.[7](#opo12670-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#opo12670-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Macrophages also support phagocytocis of photoreceptors, perhaps to a lesser degree.[9](#opo12670-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Microglia phagocytose the photoreceptors that signal to them in retinal degeneration models, a process separate from photoreceptor death via apoptosis.[10](#opo12670-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the support cells that are constitutively within the retina, i.e. Müller cells and microglia, or have entered the retina, i.e. macrophages, may repair or remove photoreceptors, reducing the metabolic demands on the retina to maintain dysfunctional neurons.

The findings that some retinal regions are more spared, taken together with the findings of cones that live without normal retinal pigment epithelium, indicate that neurons alter their structure to allow a more economic existence. This paper presents a review of findings and new data to support the Neural Economy Hypothesis: in harsh conditions, cones alter their structure and function but can survive. Cones shorten in both AMD[11](#opo12670-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} and particularly the outer segments in retinal degenerations,[12](#opo12670-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and metabolic disease.[13](#opo12670-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Cones have less effective optical density of photopigment following retinal detachment, i.e. the cones are either shortened, distorted, or can produce less photopigment, but this damage is reversed with time following successful re‐attachment surgery.[14](#opo12670-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In fact, short cones with fewer outer segments due to fewer segments being made or maintained, are known to support vision in humans, because the fovea at birth does not have the long and tightly packed cones of a young adult.[15](#opo12670-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In development, the cone inner and outer segments lengthen, and cones migrate towards the central fovea for roughly the first 6 years of life. The Neural Economy Hypothesis offers a translational goal for vision: mitigating the effects of the adverse cone microenvironment that arises from damage to the RPE and degradation of the retinal vascular network, thereby retaining the potential for useful vision.

Retinal imaging advances to probe cones and their microenvironment {#opo12670-sec-0005}
==================================================================

To better characterise the status of photoreceptors and the retinal environment, including pathological changes, advanced imaging techniques were developed. First, appropriate selection of wavelength is one way to optimise image contrast (*Figure* [1](#opo12670-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Photographic methods successfully produced high contrast of features with wavelengths less than about 550 nm, particularly for retinal blood vessels, but contrast decreased as wavelength increased, and was extremely poor for near infrared (NIR) light.[16](#opo12670-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} To improve the imaging of RPE, NIR infrared light is useful because it can penetrate the retina better than visible wavelength light through blood and macular pigment (*Figures* [1](#opo12670-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} *--* [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Problems with older technology included stray light that reduced contrast in the image, defocus and other aberrations, and a lack of detector sensitivity. The advances in imaging technology discussed below allowed the use of new and robust, solid state NIR light sources such as a Ti:Sapphire[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and Chr:Li:SaF,[18](#opo12670-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} as well as a variety of other laser sources and custom light sources. Illumination sources were introduced via separate optical channels according to wavelength range into a custom retinal imaging device, the research Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope.[19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Light sources not having symmetric and concentrated beam shapes were spatially filtered. The result was that transverse and lateral chromatic aberrations were reduced to achieve a crisp focus on retinal layers for all wavelengths, so that striking differences for retinal structures that can occur at different wavelengths were detected and quantified.[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#opo12670-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#opo12670-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

![The chief absorbers in the normal ocular fundus. Top panel‐ The peak wavelength of macular pigment absorption, which is similar to that of melanopsin, and the rod and cone photopigments, plotted on a curves of normalised fundus reflection for a lightly pigmented (LP) and darkly pigmented (DP) eye. Adapted from Elsner *et al*.[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g001){#opo12670-fig-0001}

![Macula of a 40 year old male showing the appearance of early drusen for different wavelengths and imaging modes, using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope. (a) Confocal image at 514 nm, emphasising retinal blood vessels and revealing only a few drusen that are the whitish spots. (b) Confocal image with large aperture at 830 nm, de‐emphasising the superficial retinal blood vessels, and emphasising the choroidal blood vessels and many small drusen scattered widely. (c) Confocal image with large aperture at 633 nm, demonstrating visibility of retinal vessels worse than at 514 nm but better than the 830 nm. (d) Multiply scattered light image at 830 nm, showing more drusen than the other imaging conditions, and in which drusen appear as discrete mounds of debris scattered across the macula.](OPO-40-88-g002){#opo12670-fig-0002}

![Wider field image of the same 40 year old male and same scanning laser ophthalmoscope, showing the appearance of early drusen that are widely scattered and not constrained to just the fovea or a bull's eye pattern. (a) Confocal image at 830 nm. (b) Multiply scattered light image at 830 nm, showing more drusen and with a more three‐dimensional appearance than in the confocal image. The multiply scattered light image shows fewer of the retinal blood vessels.](OPO-40-88-g003){#opo12670-fig-0003}

Second, advances in the detection pathway improved the contrast in retinal images. Optimisation of the device and retinal parameters became possible by using a detector that is robust and sensitive for visible and NIR wavelengths, such as an Avalanche Photodiode, along with increasing stability over time by temperature cooling and a new amplification system with two time constants.[19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The sensitive and stable detection system is crucial for quantitative reflectometry, measurement of changes over time, and analysis of weak signals, so that photopigments and fundus autofluorescence are measureable.[16](#opo12670-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#opo12670-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#opo12670-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#opo12670-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#opo12670-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#opo12670-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#opo12670-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

Modern OCT typically uses NIR illumination to penetrate to the deeper fundus layers, and enhances the weak signals from the eye by interfering the weak signal from the fundus with a stronger reference signal (*Figures* [4](#opo12670-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#opo12670-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}).[26](#opo12670-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} While the previous design of OCT devices typically included 830 nm illumination and a Michelson interferometer for signal detection, current methods employ a much wider range of wavelengths, types of lasers, coherence bandwidths, optical designs, and detection methods, allowing deeper penetration, producing improved signal to noise ratio, better axial resolution, and temporal computations.[27](#opo12670-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#opo12670-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#opo12670-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#opo12670-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#opo12670-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The axial resolution of OCT is sufficient to determine borders between retinal layers, which are visualised where there is a focal and sufficiently strong index of refraction change, providing a cross sectional image (B‐scan) that shows key anatomical strata and pathological changes (*Figures* [4](#opo12670-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *a,c,* [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *d,* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *e,* [7](#opo12670-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *b*).[32](#opo12670-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

![Optical coherence tomography (OCT) images of the same subject, 24 years later and prior to exudative age‐related macular degeneration (AMD), emphasising that the drusen are larger and more confluent. (a) B‐scan at the fovea, with the red line showing the selected superficial border for the *en face* reflectivity computation to show drusen. (b) Slab at the location shown in (a), with the bright spots indicating high reflectivity from drusen. (c) B‐scan at the fovea, but with the red line deeper in the fundus. (d) Slab at the location from (c), Showing the deeper regions where the overlying drusen block the light.](OPO-40-88-g004){#opo12670-fig-0004}

![Follow‐up retinal images of the same subject (a) Confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope image at 830 nm using the Heidelberg Spectralis, 17 years later, showing the increased size and number of the drusen. There is now an epiretinal membrane, superior temporal from the fovea. (b) Follow‐up 28 years after Figure [1](#opo12670-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and 6 months after successful treatment for neovascular age‐related macular degeneration. Enhancing deeper pathological structures and choroidal vessels with multiply scattered light imaging with red, dual line illumination with the digital light ophthalmoscope (DLO). Unlike the shadows cast by having the illumination to one side, this methods uses symmetric offsets of illumination lines. Sample parameters are 116 µm wide illumination and 0 ± 335 µm offset. The whitish appearance of the optic nerve head is typical for multiply scattered light imaging. (c) Confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope image at 830 nm using the Heidelberg Spectralis, showing the increased size of the drusen. (d) B‐scan through the green horizontal line of the optical coherence tomography data at 870 nm, showing that the drusen are elevated into the outer nuclear layer. Hyperpigmentation is shown as a hyper‐reflective band that shows retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) tissue elevated into the outer nuclear layer (red arrow), with adjacent hyper‐reflective foci.](OPO-40-88-g005){#opo12670-fig-0005}

![Images from a 47 year old female with familial drusen. (a) Confocal image from the digital light ophthalmoscope (DLO). (b) Multiply scattered light image with lagging offset from the DLO, showing drusen that are not primarily in the central macula. (c) Multiply scattered light image with leading offset from the DLO. (Bottom) Spectralis scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) B‐scan (d) SLO imaging of same patient, again showing the familial drusen that are not primarily in the central macula. (e) OCT B‐scan, at the location of the green line in (d), showing the depth and thickness of drusen.](OPO-40-88-g006){#opo12670-fig-0006}

![Outer retinal tubulation (ORT) in an 80 year old subject with non‐exudative age‐related macular degeneration (AMD) (a) Scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) image, with green scan line for location of the ORT. (b) The corresponding optical coherence tomography (OCT) image, with adjacent ORTs (red arrow) and the overlying epiretinal membrane. Adapted from King *et al*.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g007){#opo12670-fig-0007}

Contrast in images is improved compared with fundus photography by using imaging devices that incorporate (1) scanning of the illumination and confocal detection apertures to limit unwanted light from other sources[16](#opo12670-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and/or (2) illumination and detection with coherent light using methods such as OCT to boost the signal and allow excellent axial resolution. In scanning techniques, a well‐focused and concentrated light source, such as a laser, is swept across the retina and the detection is synchronised with the illumination, and simultaneously constrained to either one point at a time, for example as in a scanning laser ophthalmoscope[19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#opo12670-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} or one line at a time, such as in the line‐scanning laser ophthalmoscope,[34](#opo12670-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} the laser scanning digital camera,[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} or the digital light ophthalmoscope (DLO).[36](#opo12670-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#opo12670-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The latter two are wholly digital, in that a two‐dimensional detector array is used with one dimensional (line) illumination. Scanning boosts contrast because it eliminates optical cross talk, i.e. the light from more than one area of the retina being sampled at the same location on detector during the sampling, thus confounding the light from different areas on the retina. It does no good to scan light across the retina and then to use a sample‐and‐hold detector without a method to unmix the light from different retinal areas. The line scan technique can be used on a two dimensional detector, as long as there is a method for separating in space and/or time the light returning from two or more parts of the retina.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#opo12670-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#opo12670-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

Confocal and multiply scattered light imaging {#opo12670-sec-0006}
=============================================

Contrast and image crispness are improved by the use of confocal apertures, often shaped like pinholes of varying diameters, in a plane conjugate to the retina. The confocal aperture blocks the detection of light from any structure that is not in focus, with light returning directly through the aperture typically providing a stronger signal than the small fraction of light that has bounced off structures many times and by chance passes through the aperture.[16](#opo12670-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The light that returns directly is also referred to as a specular reflection, backscatter, or singly scattered. There is a large index of refraction difference between lipid and neighbouring retinal tissue, such as produced by drusen, so that the light return from drusen results in a bright spot in a confocal retinal image (*Figures* [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *a,b,* [3](#opo12670-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *a,* [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *a,* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *a,* [7](#opo12670-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *a*).

Healthy retinal tissue is well‐ordered, supporting transparency, while diseased tissues tend to be disorganised. Thus, useful images may be produced by using multiply scattered light, i.e. the light that scatters off a structure and scatters many times within the fundus, as long as the illumination is limited to a small region. More than one illumination point[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#opo12670-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#opo12670-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} or line (*Figure* [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *b*) can be used, providing multiply scattered light images without necessarily varying the detection aperture. For example, the sides of a druse, which is a mound of debris, direct the light elsewhere in the fundus, where it can scatter multiple times. Due to the strong index of refraction difference between the druse and adjacent retina, considerable light may be scattered rather than absorbed.

The visibility of deeper structures can be enhanced by optimising the illumination wavelength or the imaging mode. Drusen, which are a main clinical hallmark and risk factor for AMD, are known to be mounds of debris and inflammatory products built up within Bruch's membrane and also present in the RPE.[40](#opo12670-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} OCT provides the axial resolution to measure that photoreceptors are shortened over drusen in patients with AMD.[11](#opo12670-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Thus, it is important to identify, localise, and quantify drusen. Drusen beneath the shiny retinal surface are revealed better than with more traditional clinical methods when imaged with NIR illumination along in a device that can optimise the detection of multiply scattered light, such as a confocal aperture that blocks the directly backscattered light, (*Figures* [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *d,* [3](#opo12670-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *b,* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *b,c*).[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#opo12670-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#opo12670-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} With multiply scattered light imaging, drusen first appear as bumps, small and widely spread in any eye of subjects older than 20 years of age, then larger in more advanced stages of AMD (*Figures* [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#opo12670-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), as documented by fluorescein angiography or colour fundus photography even though these latter methods undersample the pathological changes.[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#opo12670-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#opo12670-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Larger lesions, such as neovascular membranes demonstrated by fluorescein angiography or indocyanine green angiography, can also be better visualised in NIR imaging than in colour fundus photography, with different optical signatures provided by confocal and multiply scattered light.[38](#opo12670-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#opo12670-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#opo12670-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}

RPE hyperpigmentation (*Figure* [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *b*) is the build‐up of melanin‐containing RPE debris, and when detected on OCT is identified by small, high reflectivity bodies known as hyperreflective foci (*Figure* [5](#opo12670-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} *d*).[44](#opo12670-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#opo12670-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Our multi‐modal imaging[45](#opo12670-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} shows that melanin in hyperpigmentation has both a high index of refraction and the potential for mirror‐like reflectivity, along with the expected absorption. While hyperpigmentation is known as an important risk factor for progression to either atrophy or choroidal neovascularisation in AMD, hyperpigmentation is non‐specific and also seen in a variety of retinal degenerations that damage the RPE.[44](#opo12670-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Photoreceptors lying over RPE that is dead or dying, as documented by hyperpigmentation, are in an extremely harsh microenvironment. Hyperpigmentation is readily seen in eyes with intermediate and advanced AMD.[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#opo12670-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} However, using wavelengths that match the strong absorption of blood or macular pigment reduces the visibility of drusen and hyperpigmentation, as does using a technique that emphasises the directly returned light from superficial fundus layers (*Figure* [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *a* vs [2](#opo12670-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} *d*).[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#opo12670-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#opo12670-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#opo12670-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Poor penetration of the illumination may be the reason that drusen were previously underdetected in the fovea or with haemorrhagic lesions. In fact, images in NIR light correspond with the understanding from histology, showing that drusen and other subretinal lesions are widespread,[3](#opo12670-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and the most and largest drusen often occur at or near the fovea. The extent and location of drusen puts the cones at risk for decades, not just immediately prior to advanced AMD.

The excellent resolution of OCT allows two particular types of data analysis that define the cone microenvironment. When the retinal layers are segmented, the distances between two or more structures can be computed. OCT axial distance measurements quantify the thickness of the layer containing photoreceptor cell bodies and Müller processes, the outer nuclear layer (ONL). While the extreme loss of photoreceptors is likely to significantly decrease the ONL thickness, older control subjects with fewer cones on average have thicker, not thinner, ONL measurements, which is consistent with retinal remodelling after loss of photoreceptors.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} This finding also indicates that OCT is not an accurate means of assessing photoreceptor health unless extreme cell loss is expected. Other methods capable of measuring the subtle changes with ageing or disease treatment are needed. However, for understanding structural alterations of the retina on a fine scale in the axial dimension, OCT has a variety of applications. For instance, when there is photoreceptor degeneration, the photoreceptors roll up with support cells, forming structures known as outer retinal tubulation (ORT) (*Figure* [7](#opo12670-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} *b*).[48](#opo12670-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} ORTs are common in many diseases leading to atrophy, occurring in at least 62% of patients with atrophy in an optometric clinic, and not limited to a tertiary referral center.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} An ORT can span across regions of atrophy to contact more normal retina and may provide longevity for the cells within it.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Not only is ORT readily recognised in OCT B‐scans, but the distortions of the outer and inner retina are quantified by measurements of ORT and surrounding retinal structures, using B‐scans.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} The ORT can be more than 1 deg wide, and the inner retina significantly thinned while the outer retina is significantly thickened.

Entire regions of retina can be mapped for a given range of depths and then an OCT slab analysis can elucidate the strength of a signal between those two layers, displaying drusen (*Figures* [4](#opo12670-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} *c,d*) or exudation[50](#opo12670-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} in an *en face* presentation. This can be accomplished for layers far beneath the overlying and often reflective retina. These OCT segmentation results compare favourably with the multiply scattered light imaging for drusen, although the OCT method requires post‐processing and a few seconds of stable eye position. The multiply scattered light imaging method lacks the axial resolution of OCT, but gives nearly instantaneous results in live video or captured images and detects subtle damage that may be missed on OCT.

Polarisation properties of the human retina: direct backscattered and multiply scattered light and birefringence {#opo12670-sec-0007}
================================================================================================================

Imaging with polarisation provides another way to probe photoreceptors and their microenvironment. Polarised light can be used to provide information similar to confocal imaging and OCT about directly backscattered light from the retina, and can enhance the contrast of retinal blood vessels in healthy eyes and those with AMD or epiretinal membrane.[51](#opo12670-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#opo12670-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#opo12670-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#opo12670-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#opo12670-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#opo12670-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Our comparison of an *en face* technique, scanning laser polarimetry, and polarisation sensitive OCT (PS‐OCT) demonstrates similar findings for a neovascular membrane in AMD.[57](#opo12670-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} Light that is directly backscattered retains a high degree of polarisation from the illumination, and many retinal structures act in a manner similar to birefringent crystals.[52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#opo12670-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} The superficial retinal layers that provide strong signals in confocal retinal imaging also are emphasised in the light returning from the fundus that retains polarisation. By acquiring retinal images with varying input polarisation angles, several types of images can be created based on polarisation properties. Computed images can be based on light that retains polarisation, and for which polarisation input angle is varied, but also based on the light that does not vary with polarisation, i.e. is multiply scattered.

The thickness and orientation of regularly spaced axons can be quantified from their polarisation properties, with the cone axons that are a key component of the Henle fibre layer providing a radially symmetric signal at the fovea known as the macular cross or macular bowtie.[52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#opo12670-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} Imaging with scanning laser polarimetry shows that the macular cross persists in many patients with exudative AMD and is correlated with visual acuity, indicating that cones are still alive.[52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#opo12670-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} The centre of the macular cross also pinpoints the centre of the axons, i.e. the location about which the central cone axons radiate.[58](#opo12670-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#opo12670-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} The polarization signal from the Henle fibre layer decreases with increasing age, and also reaches the maximum at a location that increases with increasing ageing,[60](#opo12670-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} consistent with the previous findings of a decrease of cones in the central most fovea.[61](#opo12670-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Thus, again there is evidence for a cone distribution less peaked at the fovea for older subjects. Scanning laser polarimetry reveals a strong signal from scleral collagen in areas of atrophy, with the analysis of the polarisation angle of the maximum signal at each location producing a tessellated pattern, very unlike the radial pattern of the Henle fibre layer signal or the retinal nerve fibre bundles.[52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#opo12670-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}

Depolarised light images, computed from the modulation of the signal from the crossed detector across the polarisation input angles, increase the contrast of drusen and hyperpigmentation, similarly to multiply scattered light images generated when there is no polarisation control.[62](#opo12670-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#opo12670-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Atrophy, exudation, and other pathological features are readily seen in AMD, corresponding to autofluorescence images and angiography.[52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#opo12670-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#opo12670-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} There is a general increase in multiply scattered light with increased ageing in the foveal region, which has the potential to decrease contrast in vision.[65](#opo12670-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

Function and physiology measurements {#opo12670-sec-0008}
====================================

Mapping the physiology over time for both photoreceptors and their microenvironment, particularly blood vessels, is advancing rapidly. Wide field techniques using the SLO map the photopigment density across the retina by measuring the logarithm of the difference between the reflectance of the dark adapted vs bleached retina, using a wavelength that has high absorption for the photopigment of interest.[21](#opo12670-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#opo12670-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} For cones measured with 594 nm light, there is decreased optical density of photopigment in the foveas of older eyes.[61](#opo12670-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} In the same subjects, macular pigment is correspondingly decreased, measured by using 488 and 514 nm in the bleached retina. Decreased photopigment is consistent with decreased density of cones, decreased photopigment or outer segment length for each cone, or both. There is an extreme decrease of photopigment in the fovea with AMD (*Figure* [8](#opo12670-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the psychophysical technique of colour matching, in which the optical density is measured as a function of light level as the photopigment is bleached with bright lights.[66](#opo12670-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#opo12670-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#opo12670-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} The decreases in photopigment for these patients with AMD occur despite visual acuity sufficient to constrain it to be subserved by the densely packed cones in the fovea. These findings indicate that there are several cones remaining in their foveas, surviving over decades, but having either shortened outer segments or less photopigment per cone. That is, cones are maintained but with a more economical configuration such as lower photopigment density or not maintaining the normal increased cone density from the periphery to nearer the fovea (*Figure* [9](#opo12670-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}), two potential aspects of the neural economy hypothesis.

![3‐D maps of cone photopigment density difference at 594 nm with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO), using reflectometry. (a) Normal 22 year old subject, showing a high peak and steep drop‐off of cone photopigment at the fovea. (b) Patient with age‐related macular degeneration (AMD), showing a low and uneven density of photopigment. Adapted from Elsner *et al*.[61](#opo12670-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g008){#opo12670-fig-0008}

![Cones of a 34 year old male with a normal retina, as seen on adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO). (a) Foveal sample, with the fovea in the upper left of the image, showing densely packed cones and a regular array without rods or other large structures in plane. Note both bright and relatively isolated dark cones in the array. (b) Cones at 10 deg temporal retina, showing a regular array of cones, but larger and more widely spaced. Between cones are rods and presumed teleodendrites, which appear as fibrils, demonstrating the more varied structure in this plane at eccentricities outside of the foveal region. Scale bars = 50 µm. Adapted from Burns *et al*.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g009){#opo12670-fig-0009}

The comparison of structure and function directly at comparable locations, such as mapping the light sensitivity or other types of visual function, can be accomplished by providing a target, such as a flash of light at a known retinal location that is coplanar with a live image of the retina from an SLO.[69](#opo12670-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} As the targets are typically presented in Maxwellian view and with a small exit pupil, variation in intensity and other effects due to pupil size variations across subjects are minimised. While microperimetry or fundus perimetry are the best‐known applications, there are two broad types of methods for functional measurements, as detailed previously.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} One method includes projecting the stimuli or the stimulation beam onto the retina with one or more of the same beams used for imaging the fundus.[69](#opo12670-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} The stimulus can often be observed directly on the fundus, without the need for calibration of the stimulus position to the image. The other method uses a stimulus or stimulation method that differs from that used to image the fundus, with stimuli produced readily using a light emitting diode, liquid crystal display, or digital light projector.[18](#opo12670-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#opo12670-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#opo12670-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#opo12670-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} The stimulus channel is then combined with and calibrated to the imaging channel. Another variation in method is whether the stimulus is tracked with a goal of stabilisation of the stimulus position on the retina vs the registration of the stimulus to the retinal location via post‐processing of images. When near NIR light is used for illumination, it becomes unnecessary to use bright targets or decremental targets to allow detection over a bright illumination field.[18](#opo12670-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#opo12670-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#opo12670-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#opo12670-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#opo12670-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}

The comparison of structure and function has included specific fundus lesions or types of pathological changes, with sensitivity compared with control regions or control subjects. Relatively decreased sensitivity is associated with hyperpigmentation in high myopes.[72](#opo12670-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, decreased sensitivity is spatially associated with drusen and hyperpigmentation, and particularly atrophy and exudation, in AMD.[73](#opo12670-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, while there is loss of sensitivity, there can be some sensitivity at or near these key features of damage in AMD. Further, patients with AMD can use small clusters of fixation locations, even when these are adjacent to geographic atrophy.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

Comparison of structure and function can better determine the sources of variability or decrease of sensitivity near the optic nerve head. Mapping the blind spot has unique issues, in that the optic nerve head may be tilted (*Figures* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *a,b*) to the extent that the highly reflective superficial tissues mask the location of the scleral rim (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *b*). Details of the optic nerve head and the scleral crescent are often readily visualised in NIR light (*Figure* [3](#opo12670-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}),[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} but less well visualised with ophthalmoscopy or flood illuminated fundus photography. This leads to variability when comparing structure and function. By using multiply scattered light, the choroidal rim of the optic nerve head can be better visualised (*Figures* [3](#opo12670-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} *b and* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *c*).

![Potential sources for variability of sensitivity in the peripapillary region (a) Optical coherence tomography (OCT) B‐scan of the myopic disc of a right eye, showing a tilt disc and peripapillary atrophy and hyperpigmention. The photoreceptor layers within the peripapillary zones are irregular, indistinct in locations that correspond to the large scleral crescent in (b) and (c), and also consistent with the variable projection of light into the deeper fundus layers where there is no pigmented retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). (b) Infrared confocal image of the large scleral crescent of a myopic adult, with a digital light ophthalmoscope (DLO), showing the large area of peripapillary atrophy with clumped hyperpigmentation in a myopic subject. (c) Multiply scattered light image of the same peripapillary region. The choroidal rim in (c) is not readily located from the confocal image in (b). (d) DLO mapping of the blind spot using kinetic perimetry with Goldmann III white targets on a dimmer white background. The green circles indicate 'seen to not seen' and the blue circles 'not seen to seen.' At 9 o'clock, the blue circles indicate that targets are 'seen' that did not travel over any region with pigmented RPE. This indicates that there was a response from light within or neared to the scleral crescent. At other locations, e.g. 7, 10, or 11 o'clock, the target has travelled over a region with RPE. (e) Corresponding map of the blind spot for an emmetropic adult, who lacks peripapillary atrophy or hyperpigmentation. The blue circles, indicating 'seen' at the 9 o'clock position are fairly similar from the centre of the optic nerve head as compared to the other meridians, with the target travelling over a similar amount of pigmented RPE before being detected, (f) Imaging of mapping the blind spot for an emmetropic eye with a large scleral crescent, but using the DLO to project a dark target. Retinal image of a Goldman V, kinetic target on a brighter red background. The dark spot at 3 o'clock on the scleral crescent is the actual target projected onto the retina, indicating detection within the scleral crescent at this location. (g) Full map of the blind spot, as indicated by red circles, of the subject in (f), showing five of eight seen locations falling on or partially on the scleral crescent. (h) Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) images of cones in the peripapillary crescent of a myopic subject. Arrows indicate (1) the edge of the crescent, (2) the edge of the optic nerve head, and (3) the opposite edge of the optic nerve head. (i) The area within the box in panel (h), with the arrow marked as 1 showing cones on the depigmentated crescent, where the RPE has pulled away. (j) Enlargement of the area within the box in panel (i). Adapted from Chui *et al*., 2012.[82](#opo12670-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g010){#opo12670-fig-0010}

Methods for mapping the blind spot and results concerning variability {#opo12670-sec-0009}
=====================================================================

Mapping the blind spot while viewing the fundus has improved our understanding of structure and function.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Using a laser scanning digital camera equipped with a digital light projector to provide visual stimuli,[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} we projected a 0.5 deg, white, incremental target for kinetic perimetry. We mapped 12 meridians radiating out from the centre of the optic nerve head, measuring two trials each of 'seen to not seen' and of 'not seen to seen.' Fixation to a red, 0.5 deg circle was monitored, and images were captured at 12 Hz with NIR imaging in a 35 × 35 deg field of view. The highest myope in a series of three adult (25 ± 6 years) subjects had a spherical equivalent of −7.75 D and an axial length of 26.17 mm (IOL Master, Zeiss, <http://www.zeiss.com>). The disc was tilted on OCT (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *a*), with projection into deeper layers of the light not absorbed, i.e. where the RPE was missing, the deeper layers had areas of increased intensity, consistent with the confocal *en face* images (*Figures* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *b--d*). The scleral crescent was greatly enlarged and contained clumped hyperpigmentation within a wide area where there was no pigmented RPE (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). The multiply scattered light image similarly demonstrated that the scleral crescent area did not return light where there was no RPE, and that the apparent edge of the optic nerve head did not match with the choroidal rim (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *c*)*.*

Kinetic perimetry includes a delay according to the criterion of a subject, which may alter the location reported that they first see the target or no longer see the target. This delay leads to variability across subjects (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *d* vs [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *e*), but the highly myopic subject responded on both trials as 'seen' over the specific region of peripapillary atrophy (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *d*). These results suggest that there may be cones in the peripapillary region, but there also could have been a response from scattered light for the target falling onto healthier retinal regions.

Another issue in assessing function near the optic nerve head is that many perimetry paradigms use brighter targets on a dimmer background, with potential false positive responses based on target light scattering onto more normal tissue. We found that darker targets on bright background led to smaller blindspots.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Using a DLO with stimuli produced by extinguishing the imaging illumination at the target location, we mapped the blindspot with dark targets in 12 undilated adults, 25--63 years. Confocal retinal imaging was performed at 20 Hz with a 35 deg field of view. The imaging and background illumination was provided by a red 630 nm LED, with 40 μW time‐averaged power at the cornea. We continuously captured images of the dark target projected onto the retina, showing when the subject responded (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *f*). We observed positive responses in a rare normal subject who had a wide enough scleral crescent to fit a Goldmann V stimulus (*Figures* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} *f,g*). These results suggest that there are cones along or within the scleral crescent, and the results cannot be attributed to long range scattering onto normal retina. These cones may have decreased sensitivity due to their orientation or lack of normal RPE, as discussed in more detail below, but may contribute to the detection of targets. This suggests that blind spot mapping may not actually provide the most accurate size of the optic nerve head.

A variety of imaging techniques have been used to map and quantify retinal and choroidal vessels, many using the changes in signal over time due to blood flow. While earlier SLO techniques used contrast agents such as sodium fluorescein and indocyanine green to map and quantify perifoveal intercapillary area, the avascular zone, retinal lesions such as microanurysms, as well as otherwise difficult to detect subretinal exudation that is masked by overlying retinal pigments or blood**.** [25](#opo12670-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#opo12670-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#opo12670-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#opo12670-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#opo12670-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} The use of barrier filters in angiography, along with the excellent signal‐to‐noise ratio that is available in an SLO, led to the detection of weak signals from autofluorescence of the RPE and degrading exudation.[25](#opo12670-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

The motion of red and white blood cells through the smaller retinal blood vessels have long been known to allow blue field entoscopy, so that a subject can trace the foveal avascular zone and surrounding vessels by the detecting changing pattern of the transmission of short wavelength light for white blood cells that is interspersed with shadows from red blood cells. This pattern matches the foveal avascular zone measured with fluorescein angiography on SLO.[75](#opo12670-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Observing the blood flow through the retina and choroid with an SLO has facilitated the documentation of vascular remodelling in retinal diseases, such as AMD, that demonstrates the extreme environment of cones when a retinal‐retinal anastomosis, tangles of retinal vessels, or leakage develop beyond just choroidal neovascularisation.[43](#opo12670-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} These vascular lesions, therefore, span between the layers beneath the photoreceptors to layers above, totally altering the microenvironment of photoreceptors. While these complexes were originally called retinal vascular anomalous complex[43](#opo12670-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} they are now known by other names such as retinal angiomatous proliferation (RAP).

A variety of imaging methods that use temporal variations document the relative lack of oxygen available to support photoreceptors. Laser Doppler flowmetery demonstrated that there is less choroidal blood flow in older eyes compared with younger ones, and similarly less choroidal blood flow on average in eyes with AMD compared with age‐matched controls.[77](#opo12670-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} A complementary finding of decreased blood flow in a patient with AMD, compared with controls, was concluded from the temporal variation a line‐scan SLO and measured using image stabilisation.[34](#opo12670-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} The Laser Doppler method used a safe light level of a 670 nm laser and the line‐scan SLO used NIR illumination, indicating that blood flow measurements to document potential hypoxia of photoreceptors can be safe and comfortable for the patient.

Adaptive optics {#opo12670-sec-0010}
===============

To improve imaging of retinal structures, modern high magnification imaging devices have enough signal to noise ratio at safe levels of light, but the aberrations of the human eye must be overcome.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} However, high resolution retinal images require the imaging instrument to have a high numerical aperture, which means a large pupil size. The aberrations that vary with pupil position degrade image quality. Cones outside the centralmost fovea can nevertheless be imaged in eyes with good optics, since cones guide the light both into the retina and back to the imaging instrument.[78](#opo12670-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Again, image contrast is improved when using laser scanning and confocal apertures. However, for the highest density cones and many other structures, only by correcting aberrations across the pupil can the contrast improve sufficiently to visualise small or subtle structures.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} For instance, normal retinal capillaries could finally be visualised without the addition of a contrast agent such as sodium fluorescein, when using a phase plate at the pupil plane to correct aberrations in a SLO instrument.[79](#opo12670-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} A variety of methods are now used for computing and/or measuring wavefront aberrations and compensating for these aberrations, frequently in real time by using adaptive optics (AO), such as a deformable mirror, and are reviewed in detail.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} The resulting instrument is an adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO), although AO instruments using flood illumination can provide high speed imaging, but at the cost of contrast.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Not only are cones readily visualised with AOSLO, but also unexpected remodelling of retinal microvaculature has been demonstrated.[80](#opo12670-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}

A variety of functional measurements is possible on a microscopic scale using AO, with the potential to map the location of the stimuli with respect to the retina, also reviewed in detail.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} As with the wider field stimuli, there are two main types of methods for functional measurements. One method includes projecting the stimuli or the stimulation beam onto the retina with one or more of the same beams used for imaging the fundus. The other method uses a stimulus or stimulation method that differs from that used to image the fundus, such as in wavelength range or resolution. The stimulus channel is then combined with and calibrated to the imaging channel. Another difference is, as with wider field fundus perimetry, whether the stimulus is tracked with a goal of stabilisation of a stimulus on the retina vs registered to the retinal location via post‐processing.

The density of cones in normal and diseased maculas has received considerable attention from many laboratories.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} The density of cones has long been known to be greatest in normal eyes in the fovea, and then decreases rapidly with increasing retinal eccentricity (*Figure* [9](#opo12670-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}), but large individual variations made comparison to diseased eyes difficult.[81](#opo12670-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} The shape of the cone density distribution is consistent with the above findings from retinal densitometry, a sharp peak of cone density in the foveas of young subjects, and a steep falloff with increasing eccentricity, but a flatter function and often lower densities in many older subjects (*Figure* [8](#opo12670-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}).[67](#opo12670-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to eccentricity, meridian and refractive error are related to the large individual differences in the distribution of cone density.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#opo12670-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#opo12670-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Cone density is higher in the nasal and temporal meridians than the superior and inferior meridians, although near the optic nerve head the distribution is no longer smooth.

For a set of 36 healthy subjects \<35 years of age and with axial length \<26 mm, the distribution of cone density is well‐fit by a two parameter model,[81](#opo12670-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} using the natural logarithm (ln):$$\ln(\text{cone}\,\text{density}\,\text{at}\, x\,\text{eccentricity}\,\text{in}\,\text{microns}) = a + b \ast \text{eccentricity}\,\text{in}\,\text{microns}$$

The main two factors are (1) overall cone density and (2) change in density with eccentricity, which is the result of developmental cone migration.[15](#opo12670-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} From this model and computing the expected ratio of cones for temporal, nasal, superior, and inferior meridians, several computations are possible. Using data of only two locations that differ in eccentricity and are far enough apart, it becomes possible to calculate the total cones in the central 14 deg of the macula, or to estimate cone density at any retinal location within this area for young, normal subjects.

The data and this model reject the idea that all subjects have an equal number of cones in the central macula, although the variation of total cones in the central 14 deg is less across subjects than the variation at any given retinal location. Also, the variation of cones near the central fovea is larger than for any other location.

The neural economy hypothesis predicts that older eyes, assuming decreased support of the microenvironment, would have fewer cones. Cone density decreases on average with increasing age, but there is considerable overlap between younger and older subjects.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#opo12670-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} As stated above, the ONL is thicker in the older subject group, rather than thinner, which would be expected if there were no structural changes other than loss of photoreceptor cell bodies. The thickened ONL is consistent with remodelling and Müller cell changes.[84](#opo12670-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} For older subjects, the ratios of cones for temporal, nasal, superior, and inferior meridians are less closely related to each other or that of the younger subjects.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Thus, the confidence limits become larger for older subjects. One possible reason is that the decrease in cone density with ageing may represent an overall loss of cones, migration back outward following vitreous detachment, or changes with other aspects of the ageing microenvironment that allow a decrease of cones. These complex factors have not yet been captured in a quantitative model. Further, specific locations, such as near the optic nerve head, may favour cone survivability.[85](#opo12670-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}

Myopes have cone density distributions that reflect, among other factors, retinal stretch and slip. In healthy but myopic eyes, there is often an increase in axial length that pulls the RPE away from the underlying retina in the peripapillary region, which changes the usual optical properties of the photoreceptor/RPE complex (*Figure* [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}).[82](#opo12670-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} The peripapillary crescent is readily identified by the lighter appearance, due to decreased melanin absorption over the scleral collagen. The cones do not have the usual appearance of the densely packed ones that are farther from the optic nerve head, and instead appear sideways and are disarrayed rather than packed hexagonally.

The fact that cones survive without RPE in the peripapillary regions of young adult myopes may help explain our finding of the survival of sick cones for years in patients with AMD.[82](#opo12670-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} Further, some cones survive within ORT, where there is extensive remodelling of the retina and RPE, often with missing RPE and various presentations of atrophy (*Figure* [11](#opo12670-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}).[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Using AOSLO, cones in areas of RPE atrophy have been shown to guide light in confocal mode,[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} and cone cell bodies are quantified as the bumps in degenerating retinas by using multiply scattered light mode.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#opo12670-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} In the healthy eye of a young adult, cone density is evenly distributed without disruptions, other than the decrease with eccentricity or changes at the optic nerve head, even several degrees outside the fovea (*Figures* [8](#opo12670-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#opo12670-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}).

![Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) imaging of the border of an atrophic region of retina in a 56 year old subject with rod‐cone dystrophy. Within the atrophy, there is a long outer retinal tubulation (ORT) bridging it, and several smaller ORT running from a less abnormal region of retina into the atrophic region. (a) Confocal image, showing cones guiding light. There are densely packed cones outside the region of atrophy on the right and bottom, and cones that are seen as oriented sideways along the ORT, with sparse cones elsewhere including within the atrophy. (b) Multiply scattered light image showing the corresponding view that appears more three dimensional. The inner segments of cones are packed densely at the right and bottom. Elongated structures are seen on the ORT, where there are cones guiding light in the confocal view. There are bumps corresponding to the foci of cones guiding light in the confocal view. Scale Bars = 200 µm. Adapted from King *et al*.[49](#opo12670-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g011){#opo12670-fig-0011}

The Indiana AOSLO instruments have been optimised for ageing eyes rather than the highest possible resolution.[33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Thus, while diffraction limited imaging is available, images are routinely acquired with a pupil diameter smaller than 8 mm, i.e. a less than optimal numerical aperture. There is also custom software that removes the signal for AO correction from regions of the pupil with poor transmission, such as from cataract.[87](#opo12670-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} This method reduces signal, but reduces noise, so that the overall signal to noise ratio is better. Further, the confocal aperture used for imaging cones is variable, often 2 Airy disc diameters in the emmetropic eye, although images could be obtained with smaller apertures but have weaker signals. These are two of the many design characteristics that make imaging in older eyes robust. The optical degradation is still present from poor tear film, scatter within older lenses, and poor fixation due to fatigue and especially with central vision loss. The unsteady fixation is partially compensated by montaging all the individual images, which corrects the position although not motion artefact (*Figure* [11](#opo12670-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). These AOSLO features permit the measurement of cones that may have weak guiding.

Changes over time producing blood cell motion mapping with AOSLO and OCTA {#opo12670-sec-0011}
=========================================================================

The metabolic support from retinal and choroidal vessels is important for both neural and glial retinal structures, and is a key component of the microenvironment of cones. When there is metabolic disturbance and when the RPE does not function normally, the dependence on retinal vascular support might increase. This may explain part of the finding that anti‐ vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapy can increase GA,[88](#opo12670-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} i.e. the choriocapillaris is already compromised and the anti‐VEGF further reduces choroidal and retinal circulation. Not only is metabolic support important, but also RPE pumping of retinal fluid, which can exit the choriocapillaris when it is intact. With the break‐down of the RPE tight junctions and insufficient pumping, the fluid can remain in contact with the photoreceptor outer segments. We found that cones may not guide light normally in patients with diabetes, i.e. they are present but dark, likely due to excess fluid that can be visualised in some patients on OCT.[89](#opo12670-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} Fluid transport via Müller cells is an alternative mechanism of balancing and removing fluid and ions,[30](#opo12670-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} which may become taxed when the RPE fails in these roles. The retinal circulation may then play an even larger role in maintaining ionic and fluid balances for retinal neurons of the cone pathways.

Maps of the retinal vasculature can be made by computing the change over time of the light returning from the retina, using either the OCT angiography signals (OCTA) or the AOSLO signals (*Figure* [12](#opo12670-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}). The OCTA maps are depth resolved, capable of separation of three capillary plexus maps,[90](#opo12670-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} with projection of forward light scatter or shadowing from dense overlying structures still undergoing software improvements. For diseases such as diabetic retinopathy[31](#opo12670-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} and AMD with geographic atrophy,[30](#opo12670-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#opo12670-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} the pathological changes to the retina can be visualised in different layers, although subject to segmentation artefacts for highly distorted retinas. For AOSLO motion maps, there is much better lateral resolution, and the potential to separate out the main capillary plexuses, but much smaller field sizes.[31](#opo12670-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#opo12670-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} The choriocapillaris is less well resolved on AOSLO and on OCTA, although individual capillaries are not well‐visualised. Direction of flow is visualised with video from reflectance images. The images from either technique can be montaged to provide a larger field of view,[31](#opo12670-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#opo12670-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} and have the potential to agree well when the lower lateral resolution of OCTA does not combine or miss small vessel changes. OCTA and AOSLO vascular maps provide a wide variety of outcome measures for assessing the metabolic support available from the various vascular levels, e.g. capillary density, pores between capillaries, peri‐arteriole and peri‐venule capillary free zones, foveal avascular zone acircularity, etc.

![Mapping of the superficial vascular plexus around the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) of a 27 year old normal male, using motion mapping or the local change over time of red blood cells. Left side‐ Optical coherence tomography (OCTA). Right side‐ Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO). Adapted from Burns*et al.*, 2018. Scale bar = 200 µm. Adapted from Burns*et al.* [33](#opo12670-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}](OPO-40-88-g012){#opo12670-fig-0012}

Methods for probing the cone microenvironment with the DLO {#opo12670-sec-0012}
==========================================================

To probe variations of the cone microenvironment corresponding to the deeper fundus layers, we recruited 16 subjects with a broad variety of ocular health, from normal to exudative AMD. All had at least one eye without exudative AMD. Subjects ranged in age from 26 to 68 years, (mean 47 years, S.D. 14 years). The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and informed consent from all subjects was obtained prior to experimental data collection. The study was approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Nonmydriatic confocal and multiply scattered light images were acquired with a DLO,[36](#opo12670-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#opo12670-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} which uses a Digital Light Projector (DLP™) (Texas Instruments, <http://www.ti.com>) as a light source, described previously.[37](#opo12670-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The DLP™ presents a series of projected line patterns swept across the retina, instead of mechanically scanning a laser. For NIR imaging, one or more line patterns of a custom module with a 860‐nm illumination vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) were projected sequentially to form a 28 deg raster. For visible wavelength imaging, the LEDs supplied with the DLP were filtered as follows: red (630 ± 10 nm) and yellow (570 ± 20 nm). Both light sources minimised unwanted speckle in the images.

Detection is performed using a complemenrtary metal‐oxide‐semiconductor (CMOS) rolling shutter to read sequentially only those in synchronisation with the illumination lines, providing an electronic rolling shutter as described previously.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#opo12670-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#opo12670-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} When sampling at 1024 × 1024 pixels for 38 and 28 deg, the digital resolution was nominally 11.1 and 8.2 μm/pixel, respectively, for an emmetropic eye. While this resolution is inadequate to visualise foveal photoreceptors, it is more than sufficient to image drusen, RPE hyperpigmentation, and blood vessels that have sufficient contrast from their background.

Confocal imaging occurs when the sufficiently narrow illumination lines are projected in synchrony and on‐axis with the lines detected. Multiply scattered light imaging is performed by shifting when the detection occurs with respect to the illumination, e.g. the detection aperture is electronic and can vary in width as well as the detection timing offset with respect to the illumination. For both NIR and red imaging, a leading and a lagging illumination line were used in sequential image sets. Pairs of leading and lagging offsets were used to observe the shadows of scattering defects cast in opposite directions (*Figure* [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}). For red imaging, two illumination lines were used, symmetric about the location of the lines detected, to create multiply scattered light images without a shadow on one side or the other of features (*Figures* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} *b,c*and [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} *b,c*).

![Images from a 68 year old male with age‐related macular degeneration (AMD), comparing digital light ophthalmoscope (DLO) with optical coherence tomography (OCT). (a) Confocal image from the DLO. (b) Lagging offset multiply scattered light image from the DLO. (c) Leading offset multiply scattered light image from the DLO. Between the fovea and optic nerve head is a region of traction from an epiretinal membrane, seen as striae. (d) Spectralis scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) retinal image of the same eye. (e) OCT B‐scan through the green line inside the green box, showing drusen that are visualised as bumps in panels (a) and (b).](OPO-40-88-g013){#opo12670-fig-0013}

Subjects were also imaged with SLO (830 nm) and OCT2 (Spectralis, <http://www.heidelbergengineering.com>) contemporaneously and for the same eye. Dense (11 μm) B‐scans were acquired over 20 × 15 deg. An ophthalmologist graded the OCT B‐scans for drusen and other lesions, and then reviewed the DLO images and OCT images for congruency and size (Photoshop, <http://www.adobe.com>).

Results of probing the cone microenvironment with the DLO {#opo12670-sec-0013}
=========================================================

Five of the 16 subjects had drusen and other lesions identified with OCT (*Figures* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}). Three of these subjects had 10 total lesions seen on OCT but not on the Spectralis SLO, and 8 of these 10 lesions were identifiable in the DLO multiply scattered light images. The two lesions not identifiable within the multiply scattered light images were very small, having diameters of approximately 23.5 and 25 μm, and were associated with defects within the photoreceptor layers only. All drusen identified with the OCT B‐scans were identifiable in the DLO multiply scattered light images, even when the lesions had a thickness of only 12 μm.

A large number of lesions were visible in two subjects on SLO and OCT, which were identifiable on the DLO multiply scattered light images (*Figures* [6](#opo12670-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}). The drusen in the DLO multiply scattered light images were conspicuous by their cast shadows, which were in opposite directions for leading and lagging aperture offsets. Regions of confluent drusen had shadows cast at the edges rather than for individual drusen (*Figure* [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} *b,c*). Thus, these methods, along with previously used variants, detect and localise drusen and other deposited debris beneath the photoreceptors. This documents reduction of the quality of the microenvironment for cones, since there is a partial barrier to the transport nutrients and waste products for the overlying photoreceptors. As these deposits develop over decades, the cones likewise have decades to adapt to this poorer microenvironment.

Methods for cone imaging and quantification {#opo12670-sec-0014}
===========================================

To document cones surviving without normal RPE using AOSLO, we selected two types of subjects. First, to document cones living without RPE but in eyes without additional changes to the microenvironment that are caused by high myopia, glaucoma, AMD, or other disease, we recruited two subjects with healthy eyes, but unusually large peripapillary crescents. Unlike our previous study in myopes that showed cones surviving in the large peripapillary crescents due to axial elongation causing the RPE to slip away from beneath the retina, these subjects did not have high myopia. Both subjects met our criteria for normal subjects: axial length \<26 mm and \<3D of spherical error.[81](#opo12670-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} The width of the scleral crescents was narrow compared with that of most of the myopes that we have studied, but wide enough to permit some visualisation of cones, if present (*Figure* [14](#opo12670-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}).

![Scleral crescent of low myope with birefringence from confocal scanning laser polarimetry. (a) Confocal image. (b) Birefringence in grayscale, with white indicating more phase retardance, revealing the scleral crescent where the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) is pulled away (blue arrow). (c) Pseudocolor birefringence image, colour coded according to the polarisation input angle leading to the maximum signal, showing the retardance due to the retinal nerve fibre bundles and the variation due to the scleral crescent (blue arrow).](OPO-40-88-g014){#opo12670-fig-0014}

Second, to document whether cones living in atrophy in AMD was a general finding, or occurred in only select patients or in the presence of ORT, we recruited five patients (two males, three females) with AMD and at least one area of geographic atrophy in the macula as seen clinically and as a transmission defect on OCT due to the missing RPE melanin. Mean age was 75.2 ± 6.11 years. Visual acuity ranged from 6/9 (20/30) + 2 to 6/15 (20/50) in the eye of test, indicating that one or more island of functioning cones existed.

The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and informed consent from all subjects were obtained prior to experimental data collection. The study was approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board (IRB).

All subjects were imaged using the AOSLO and NIR light, as previously described,[81](#opo12670-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#opo12670-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} to quantify cones using both confocal and multiply scattered light imaging. Data were processed with custom software following data collection. The subjects with healthy eyes but large peripapillary crescents were imaged with AOSLO twice each, by two operators and on successive days. For the peripapillary samples, cones were counted manually using polygonal samples that avoided unrelated fundus structure, by two graders independently. The area of each sample was computed to provide cone density in cones/mm^2^. For the geographic atrophy data, cones were counted directly from the cone montages by another grader, using the confocal imaging method and counting software to be comparable to our published control data. A conservative approach was taken, with dark cones generally omitted. The 95% confidence limits were obtained from the entire sample of the older subjects as previously published.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Missing data reduced the overall degrees of freedom to 6, so that the confidence limits were computed from the average cone density ± 1.94 \* S.D.

As sclera without overlying RPE is localised if high reflectivity is present (*Figures* [14](#opo12670-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} *--* [15](#opo12670-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}), and is co‐localised with a randomly appearing orientation of polarisation angle (*Figure* [14](#opo12670-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}), both sets of subjects were imaged with our custom GDx (<http://www.zeiss.com>), using our previous methods and custom software.[51](#opo12670-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#opo12670-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#opo12670-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#opo12670-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} For the subjects with the large peripapillary crescents, this documents the location of their scleral crescents.

![Cones just temporal to the optic nerve head in an emmetrope with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO), showing similar density, size, and orientation of cones with gradual a density transition. This female subject had a scleral crescent but was not a high myope. (a) Confocal image, showing cones that guide light as bright points. (b) Scattered light image. Scale bar = 100 µm.](OPO-40-88-g015){#opo12670-fig-0015}

![Cones at scleral crescent seen with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) imaging of cones in a female with low myopia, showing the transition from even but low density to patches of high density to scarce cones. As this is an *en face* image, this is the distribution of cones that would provide the sampling array for vision. The bright region in both images is where there is no retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) melanin. (a) Confocal image, showing cones guiding light, even over the scleral crescent. (b) Scattered light image. Blue arrows indicate low but regular density of cones, high effective density possibly on the slope of the optic nerve head, and the a lower and more irregular density of cones. Scale bar = 100 µm.](OPO-40-88-g016){#opo12670-fig-0016}

![Cones at a different sampling location of the scleral crescent seen with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) imaging of cones in a female with low myopia, showing the transition from even but low density to patches of high density to scarce cones. As this is an *en face* image, this is the distribution of cones that would provide the sampling array for vision. The bright region in both images is where there is no retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) melanin. (a) Confocal image, showing cones guiding light, even over the scleral crescent. (b) Scattered light image. Blue arrow indicates a steep transition between a high density of cones and then a lower one, all over the depigmented portion of the scleral crescent. Scale bar = 100 µm.](OPO-40-88-g017){#opo12670-fig-0017}

![Cones at scleral crescent of the male low myope with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO), showing the transition from even but low density to patches of high density to scarce cones. As this is an *en face* image, this is the distribution of cones that would provide the sampling array for vision. The bright region in both images is where there is no retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) melanin. (a) Confocal image, showing cones guiding light, even over the scleral crescent. (b) Scattered light image. Blue arrows indicate low but regular density of cones, high effective density possibly on the slope of the optic nerve head, and the a lower and more irregular density of cones. Note that the shape of cones in panel (b) is elongated, as if they are sideways, similar to the cones in the subject with the outer retinal tubulation (ORT) in Figure [10](#opo12670-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}. Scale bar = 100 µm.](OPO-40-88-g018){#opo12670-fig-0018}

![Multi‐modal image to characterise the severity and location of the atrophy acquired in a similar timeframe with the adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) cone counts. In order, the top or leftmost panel is the autofluorescence image at 488 nm from the Spectralis, for Subject 1 only. For all subjects, the images continue in order with the first (or next) image being two images (15 deg) from scanning laser polarimetry at 780 nm: (1) the modulation of the crossed detector, (2) the input polarisation angle that produced the maximum signal from the crossed detector, colour coded. The next image is the near‐infrared reflectance (NIR) scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) image from the Spectralis. The last image is the optical coherence tomography (OCT) B‐scan approximately through the fovea. (a) Patient 1. (b) Patient 2, whose atrophy is most severe in the interior nasal retina. (c) Patient 3. (d) Patient 4. (e) Patient 5. Note the most severe foveal disruption in Patients 4 and 5, with Patients 1 and 3 having a foveal pit and inner retinal layers despite transmission defects.](OPO-40-88-g019){#opo12670-fig-0019}

For the subjects with AMD, scanning laser polarimetry documents the location of atrophy and also shows whether a macular bow‐tie was present (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"}), indicating where there was the presence of cone axons in sufficient numbers and sufficiently well‐ordered to cause a macular bow tie.[51](#opo12670-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#opo12670-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#opo12670-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#opo12670-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#opo12670-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#opo12670-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#opo12670-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#opo12670-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} The OCT data indicated considerable variation in the status of the RPE across the macula, ranging from drusen to disruption of the fundus layers to thinned or missing fundus layers (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"}). OCT was also used to determine the location of the fovea, since the foveal pit was visible in Subjects 1--3, and there was a region of thickened ONL in approximately the expected region of the fovea for all subjects (*Table* [1](#opo12670-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Subject 2 also had primary open angle glaucoma. Three graders counted cones from the confocal images, so that the data for subjects with atrophy would match the older normative values published previously.[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Based on our previous comparison with AOSLO cone counts and OCT layer thicknesses,[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} it is not the case that a thickened ONL consists of only cone cell bodies and could instead contain remodelled Müller cells or neurites. A sixth image grader aligned images from one modality to another, combining the AOSLO data with the scanning laser polarimetry data.

###### 

Characteristics of patients with geographic atrophy

  Subject   Age in years   VA in test eye   ERM?[†](#opo12670-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   Bowtie?   ONL thicker?
  --------- -------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------------- --------- --------------
  1         66             20/30+1          N                                             Y         Y
  2         73             20/30            N                                             Y         Y
  3         73             20/30−2          N                                             Y         Y
  4         82             20/40−1          Y                                             N         Y
  5         82             20/50            Y                                             N         Y

Epiretinal membrane.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Results for cone imaging and quantification {#opo12670-sec-0015}
===========================================

The peripapillary crescent was documented as missing overlying RPE, as there was high reflectivity, high birefringence, and random appearing orientation of polarisation axis, as documented by the rapidly changing colours. Nevertheless, there were cones visualised in both confocal and multiply scattered light images that were not in direct contact with RPE (*Figures* [16](#opo12670-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} *--* [17](#opo12670-fig-0017){ref-type="fig"}). The cones were often sideways or enlarged. For normal retina just temporal to the optic nerve head (*Figure* [13](#opo12670-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}), cone distribution appeared uniform across the entire sample. The ratio of cone density on the left side of the sample vs the right side, about 300 µm apart, was 0.83. However, for adjacent regions near the optic nerve head, the effective density of cones, i.e. cones perpendicular to the instrument regardless of the slope at the optic nerve head, had a ratio of 0.51 for the subject shown in *Figures* [16](#opo12670-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#opo12670-fig-0017){ref-type="fig"}, and 1*.*42 for the subject in *Figure* [18](#opo12670-fig-0018){ref-type="fig"}.

In the patients with geographic atrophy associated with AMD, portions of the photoreceptor layer appeared distorted or missing on OCT B‐scan, with transmission defects of the RPE that vary with location, as expected (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"}). The severity of the disruption to fundus layers varies across retinal location, and there are islands of better or worse RPE. The pseudocolour maps from scanning laser polarimetry visualise regions of varying and bright colour from the birefringence signal, where scleral birefringence is not blocked by RPE because the atrophy is severe (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"}). Not all subjects had the fovea as the most affected location. For all five subjects, there is a thickened region of ONL at the approximate location of a typical fovea (*Table* [1](#opo12670-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). For the three younger subjects, there is a clear‐cut foveal pit and absence of an ERM sufficient to disrupt the retina layers (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"} *a--c*). For the two older subjects, there is thickened ONL on at least one B‐scan near the fovea, with no foveal pit and ERM that distorts the retinal layers (*Figure* [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"} *d,e*).

The AOSLO images indicated that some cones were clearly present, including within the region of RPE atrophy as documented by OCT transmission defect (*Figure* [20](#opo12670-fig-0020){ref-type="fig"}). There was a strong birefringence signal from the region of atrophy (*Figure* [21](#opo12670-fig-0021){ref-type="fig"}), and despite the foveal‐centred atrophy there was a macular bowtie that indicated the presence of cone axons. Cones could be counted in many regions, but not all. Cones were not found in the normal distribution, or even the typical slowly varying distribution (*Figures* [21](#opo12670-fig-0021){ref-type="fig"} *--* [22](#opo12670-fig-0022){ref-type="fig"}). Cones could have regular arrays, seen in both confocal and multiply scattered light imaging even over patches of transmission defects and scattered light (*Figure* [22](#opo12670-fig-0022){ref-type="fig"}). The cones in the fovea region were below the normal limits for older subjects, if countable. However, for subjects 1, 2, and 4, the cone density counts were higher than the normal limits at some locations eccentric to the fovea, e.g. about 4--5 deg (*Figure* [23](#opo12670-fig-0023){ref-type="fig"}). In retinal regions away from the most severe atrophy, cone densities were typically at least as great as the normative values. Cones outside of the most severe atrophy could have a regular array and high density (*Figure* [23](#opo12670-fig-0023){ref-type="fig"} *f*).

![Confocal images showing cones in atrophy in Patient 3 from Figure [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#opo12670-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. (a) The cone montage method removes uncertainty about retinal location. (b) Enlargement of a portion of the atrophic retina and more normal retina, showing that cones that are less dense within the atrophy, but guiding light and readily counted despite retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) transmission defects on optical coherence tomography (OCT).](OPO-40-88-g020){#opo12670-fig-0020}

![Confocal images showing cones in atrophy in Patient 3, from Figure [19](#opo12670-fig-0019){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#opo12670-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, combined with the results from scanning laser polarimetry. The presence of the macular bowtie indicates that Henle fibres are present and measureable. Despite the significant retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) transmission defect on the optical coherence tomography (OCT) B‐scan, the cones can be counted and their axons are present.](OPO-40-88-g021){#opo12670-fig-0021}

![Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) images showing cones in atrophy in Patient 1, comparing the cones with confocal imaging and cones seen in scattered light. (a) There are several patches of regular arrays of cones, which guide light in confocal imaging. (b) There are several patches of regular arrays of cones, seen over whitish regions indicating scattered light from lack of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) absorption. The cones are seen as small bumps. The scale bar is 100 µm.](OPO-40-88-g022){#opo12670-fig-0022}

![Cones density for subject 1 (a), 2 (b), (c), 4 (d), and 5 (e) The cones in the adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoloscope (AOSLO) images, measured in cones/mm^2^, were significantly less dense when located in atrophy in or near the fovea (red circles) compared with those of the older controls (open symbols with error bars). For more eccentric cones, whether in only partial atrophy or within a more normal appearing microenvironment, cone densities were routinely at least within normal limits (filled black symbols). The cones in subjects with atrophy were significantly greater than for controls for some retinal locations, e.g. Subjects 1, 2, and 4. (f) AOSLO image of cones for subject 1, showing the regular and unusually dense cone array at 5.2 deg temporal, despite near‐by atrophy. This image subtends 200 × 200 µm on the retina.](OPO-40-88-g023){#opo12670-fig-0023}

![The ratio of the length measurements plotted for retinal location in deg from the fovea, sampled at each 0.5 deg around the fovea, which is position 8. The average ratio at each location is typically less than one for older vs younger subjects for photoreptor (PR) (a) inner segments, (b) outer segments, and (c) the total as measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT) B‐scan for younger vs older subjects. Error bars are ± 1 normalised Standard Error of the Mean.](OPO-40-88-g024){#opo12670-fig-0024}

Methods for measuring changes in cone length with ageing {#opo12670-sec-0016}
========================================================

The neural economy hypothesis predicts that older subjects would have shorter photoreceptors. OCT data from the eigth younger 24--32 years, mean 27.2) and eight older subjects aged 51--65 years, mean 56.2) tested previously[47](#opo12670-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#opo12670-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} for cone density and relative ONL and other layer thicknesses were resegmented with custom software (MATLAB, <http://www.mathworks.com>). All subjects received a complete eye examination, including a subjective refraction and fundus examination. All subjects had best corrected visual acuity of 6/6 (20/20) or better and were phakic. Exclusion criteria were any evidence of retinal pathology or systemic diseases. Further, we reduced the variability in cone density and ONL or HFL thickness due to eye shape or eye elongation by limiting refractive error. Spherical equivalent refractive errors ranged from +1.00 to −3.75 dioptres (D, younger subjects +1.00 to −3.00 D, mean ± 0.28 D; older subjects +2.50 to −3.75 D, mean ± 1.03 D) with astigmatism less than −1.00 D when referenced to the spectacle plane, and axial lengths greater than 26.5 mm were excluded. The length of the inner segments of photoreceptors and the outer segments of photoreceptors were quantified and compared. For the outer segments, the measurement extended in the B‐scan from the outer part of the photoreceptor/RPE interdigitation zone to the outermost boundary of the ellipsoid zone. For the inner segments, the measurement extended from the outermost boundary of the ellipsoid zone to the external limiting membrane (ELM). Measurements were made at 15 locations (0 ± 4.9 deg).

Results for measuring changes in cone length with ageing {#opo12670-sec-0017}
========================================================

The ratio of photoreceptor length for older:younger subject groups was significantly less than 1 if averaged across all 15 locations (±4.9 deg from the fovea) for the inner, outer, and total (inner + outer) length measurements (*p* = 0.0015, 0.037, and 0.0015, respectively) (*Figure* [24](#opo12670-fig-0024){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#opo12670-sec-0018}
==========

These results document that cones survive in some eyes that have missing or diseased RPE, and can be found in regular arrays. Sometimes cone density outside the fovea is comparable or greater than the normative values, but the rapid change in density over space outside the fovea is abnormal. In some eyes with geographic atrophy, there appears to be a survival of inner retinal layers that could be capable of supporting cone pathway vision. Ageing changes do exist, with fewer cones or shorter cones for older subjects than younger ones. However, in our small sample, the regular arrays of cones found despite diseased RPE indicate the potential for vision. This is consistent with data we have collected over many years using multiple measurement modalities.

The potential for vision in a patient with AMD, who has had RPE changes for decades, may not match that of a young, healthy individual for several reasons. First, many patients even in early AMD have lower photopigment optical density in their individual cones than do young, normal subjects or older subjects.[61](#opo12670-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#opo12670-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#opo12670-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [92](#opo12670-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} The decreased photopigment optical density may be due to optical pathlength changes for cones that are distorted over drusen and hyperpigmentation. Similarly, decreased waveguiding is expected in cones with fewer segments.[92](#opo12670-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} In addition to decreased sensitivity and a spectral shift due to decreased self‐screening by photopigment, a decrease in waveguiding also can lead to poor spatial separation of light captured by adjacent cones. Thus, reduced waveguiding can lead to decreases in spatial resolution and contrast on the retina, and changes in colour vision.

The interaction of rod and cone pathways occurs at virtually every stage in the retina,[93](#opo12670-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} making difficult the prediction of visual function following the loss of photoreceptors. The imaging of cones nearer vs farther from the fovea (*Figure* [9](#opo12670-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}) clearly indicates the potential for much more interaction among rods and cones outside the fovea. There is still the potential retention of cone‐cone interactions even outside the fovea, by means of lateral processes such as teleodendrites. By studying mesopic vision to include both rod and cone responses,[94](#opo12670-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} it becomes clear that rods play a role in colour vision, and not just light adaptation. The differing characteristics of rods vs cones for light level, wavelength, retinal eccentricity, and temporal and spatial aspects of vision result in functional differences between controls and patients with AMD for scotopic, mesopic, and photopic mechanisms, along with adaptation, colour contrast, acuity, etc.[95](#opo12670-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}, [96](#opo12670-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to retinal remodelling that occurs with loss of neurons,[84](#opo12670-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} there is the potential for binocular summation or inhibition, with differences due to binocular disparity, spatial frequency, and eccentricity.[97](#opo12670-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} In patients with geographic atrophy and AMD, potential vision is not accurately assessed by limiting measurements only to initial ones. Experience of these patients over 1--2 years has shown that visual acuity measurements improve without anatomical improvement.[98](#opo12670-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} In this longitudinal study of better vs worse‐seeing eyes, 5 of 48 worse‐seeing eyes with baseline visual acuity improved 10 or more letters by the 2 years follow‐up. One explanation is that the subject learned to use a better preferred retinal locus for the reading of letters. Alternatively, or in addition, the subject may have some visual input from the region of the scotoma and has learned not to suppress the previously poorer input from the first eye that lost substantial visual acuity when the second eye develops reduced visual acuity.[98](#opo12670-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#opo12670-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, despite large central scotomata, 18 of 20 subjects with AMD could be trained with SLO presentation of text to use a better preferred retinal locus, thereby increasing their reading speeds both significantly and to a useful level.[100](#opo12670-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} This is consistent with the findings noted above with simultaneous retinal imaging, i.e. that subjects sometimes retained sensitivity over or quite near severe fundus lesions[73](#opo12670-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} and that subjects used clusters of fixation points amid atrophy.[35](#opo12670-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

Potential vision from surviving cones may not always be a positive outcome for a patient, as this imperfect visual input may be a negative factor in patients who are older and have AMD. Large numbers of patients experience visual hallucinations, known as Charles Bonnet syndrome.[101](#opo12670-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#opo12670-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}

To understand the impact of potentially delaying an extreme loss of cones, we investigated the prevalence and causes of moderate to severe sight threatening visual impairment in 191 000 000 patients globally. We summarised two literature sources that are inexplicably isolated from each other: vision screening, particularly for diabetic retinopathy, and population‐based epidemiological studies.[103](#opo12670-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} To foster communication between these segregated fields and call attention to the growing need for eyecare worldwide, we selected a high proportion of references from open access sources. Further, to show the power of modern imaging, we provided examples from the advanced imaging technologies described in this paper, which elucidate the underlying biology of retinal diseases in living humans. We found that AMD remains the chief cause of untreatable visual impairment, except for degenerative myopia in some Asian populations including those living in Europe. Again, the degeneration of the RPE is a potential threat to vision. Advanced imaging techniques have allowed the documentation of changes to the retina, RPE, and choroid far beyond ophthalmic examination or colour fundus photography, due to the limitations of imaging with visible wavelength light. We document the harsh environment of cones, with NIR imaging[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#opo12670-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#opo12670-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} and multi‐mode imaging[17](#opo12670-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#opo12670-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#opo12670-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#opo12670-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#opo12670-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}: drusen, RPE damage, layer distortions, and fluid within retinal layers.

Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular oedema are also chief causes of macular impairment.[103](#opo12670-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} Although glaucoma has a high prevalence, we found that screening studies often do not address peripheral vision loss. Most studies included adults, but not children.

Many studies indicated that the likelihood of sight threatening visual impairment is increasing with increasing age. This body of literature points to the unmet need of understanding how vision is impaired throughout disease progression, and what might slow, halt, reverse, or rehabilitate vision loss. Further, as the chief causes of macular impairment destroy vision over decades, more emphasis is needed on preserving or restoring vision long after the initial events in the disease pathways. Preserving cones, which have remarkable survival powers, could help patients retain vision in a wide variety of diseases.
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